MDU Resources’ paid internship programs offer students an opportunity to explore their chosen major and career with professionals working in the industry, as well as gain on-the-job experience by applying what they have learned in the classroom.

- Interns may be eligible for annual scholarship funding
- EIT Interns typically work approximately 20 hours per week during the school year and up to 40 hours is available during summer and breaks
- EIT Interns gain exposure to other IT groups while working for MDU Resources
- Internships often lead to offers of regular full-time employment with the company

**Cybersecurity**
Areas of focus include identification and analysis of malicious code, forensics analysis, incident handling, and intrusion detection and prevention

**Help Desk**
The phases of the internship are phone and email support, technical training and troubleshooting, customer service coaching, mobile device support, software requests and installs, administrative tasks, inventory management, PC setups and deployments / re-deployments, printer maintenance and supplies, and reports

**Software Developer**
Programming assignments include coding, testing, debugging and installing programs according to written specification and department policies, procedures and standards. Development languages and web stack technologies used are Java Script, .Net, HTML and CCS.

**IT Finance and Compliance**
Areas of focus include software maintenance requests such as analytics, purchasing, and licensing, invoicing on IT related products and services, IT budgeting analytics, IT compliance related tasks, mobile device support, and third party vendor reviews and analysis

**IT Network**
Project based tasks include implement network equipment upgrades and replacements, support the CMDB asset inventory database, assist team members with network management and monitoring

Watch for Internship job postings at [Careers - MDU Resources Group Inc.](#)